


The Brazilian fake news bill



Lei Brasileira de Liberdade, Responsabilidade e Transparência na 
Internet (Brazilian Law on Freedom, Accountability and 

Transparency in the Internet), PL 2630

Proposed in 2020, approved by the Senate in April 2022, still has to 
pass in the Chamber





Main requirements (art. 6)

Prohibits “inauthentic accounts” and requires identification/labelling 
of “automated accounts” and “sponsored content”

Restricts the number of accounts per user

Regulates the use of judicial decisions to require user identification 
with official documents

Harmful content (hate speech, child abuse, fake news against 
candidates) can be excluded right after publication



Specifically about messaging (art. 9)

Services must offer to users the possibility of reject their inclusion in 
messaging groups and transmission lists

Limits to forwarding messages (exclusion of users by default, max. 
number of users in groups and lists)

Requirement for providers to keep register of messages sent to 
more than 1,000 users if the content is identified as illegal



Content moderation (art. 12)

Principle: safeguard information access and freedom of expression

User must be notified if “moderation measures” are applied because 
of Terms of Service or the law (exception for “immediate harm”)



Quarterly transparency reports (art. 13)

Total number of “moderation measures”, specifying reasons 
(moderation policy, judicial decision) methodology and the kind of 

irregularity

Total number of “automated accounts” and “non-identified boosted 
and sponsored content”

Average time between awareness of irregularity and measures 
adopted



Oversight board (art. 25)

Studies, reports and recommendations (e.g., moderation guidelines)

Composed by parliament representatives and civil society 
stakeholders (majority)



Sanctions (art. 31)

Up to 10% of revenues in Brazil

Limits to forwarding messages (exclusion of users by default, max. 
number of users in groups and lists)

Requirement for providers to keep register of messages sent to 
more than 1,000 users if the content is identified as illegal



Later addition: clause to fund news (art. 38)

Following the model of the Australian Media Bargaining Code

Globo lobbied for Art. 38 (Ravache, 2022)







Reflections



Strong accountability and transparency measures for content 
moderation (follows Santa Clara Principles)

But lacks details, often with vague formulations (e.g., what is “fake 
news against candidates”?)

Reproduces the “big media” vs. “big tech” narrative, in a highly 
concentrated media market (Moreira, 2016)



Broader implications

Focus on “content accountability”, little impact on “data protection” 
and “market power” dimensions of platform regulation – limited 

policy “toolbox” in Global South countries (Griffin, 2022)

Focus rather on technocratic measures that ignore much of critical 
disinformation studies (reach of disinformation, power of political 

elites and mainstream media, benefits of building trustworthy media 
systems) (Allen et al., 2020; Acerbi et al., 2022; Nielsen, 2022)

Typical solutions of liberal media systems (Hallin & Mancini, 2004), 
which in turn are the most subject to disinformation crises 

(Humprecht et al., 2020)
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